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THE FABRICS 
COLLECTION

NO-MAD goes beyond just 
offering a collection... Today, it 
manufactures quality products, 
it gives you a chance to acquire 
textiles by the metre. To instil 
the NO-MAD spirit, to match 
your creativity. They are bought 
by the metre. For more freedom. 
For more creativity. To adapt 
to desires, to ideas. NO-MAD 

textiles want you to acquire them. They want you to use 
them sparingly or they adapt all the way, throughout 
their length. They colour cushions, mattresses and 
other accessories of the brand. But why limit oneself ?  
A collection is always made by choice. So NO-MAD 
wants to widen the world of possibilities and make you 
create personal items from the brand’s textiles. Each 
one has its own artistic meaning... A table cloth, napkins, 
curtains, arm-chair cover ? The potential is endless. 
Personal, while being stamped "NO-MAD 97% India". www.no-mad.in         info@nomad.in         + 91 98203 61687 

THE LIMIT OF THE NO-MAD FABRICS IS ENDLESS.

A SOFA

A BAG
A NAPKIN

A PLACEMAT

A TABLE      
      CLOTH

AN ARMCHAIR

A CURTAIN



THE 
PLUM  
COLLECTION

Can purple and plum be mixed up ? 
Certainly not, as both are distinctly 
different. Coming from the same 
mixture each of these two colours 
spreads a different ambience and 
hence they are "very NO-MAD". The 
fruit skin is just ripe. Full of water 
and sun. Its shades are subtle and 
intense. A plum is ready to be eaten 
but first one gets inspired, one tries 
to reproduce. One tries to capture 
the intense and bold colour of what 
is known as "plum". This violet 
which is so refined, so special that AN INFINITE 

COMPOSITION

it gives a sensation of comfort.  
In the mix of colours which has 
brought out this shade, the proportion 
of warm tones has been accentuated 
with respect to the usual violet. Once 
controlled, the colour "plum" gives 
the impression of elegance, of the 
extraordinary. It flirts with purple. 
But keeps its own identity. It is 
mature, radiant but remains discreet. 
It blends easily. And it is above all 
highlighted on NO-MAD fabrics. 
The beginning of a new range that 
will be called "the plum collection". 

Match this one with this one or even with another ? And if all of them match ? 
NO-MAD creates versatility, harmony, originality. Discover it in the brand’s shop.
The same origin. But different destinations.

NO-MAD MIXES AND MATCHES.
NO-MAD TRAVELS. NO-MAD COLLECTS.
NO-MAD, is a marriage of cultures, ideas, know-how, technique and fabrics. How ? 
All the time in keeping with its philosophy.
Textiles which match with the others, which bring out new beauty.


